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Cockburn’s revitalised lodge - and 99 points from James Suckling for the 2016!

The Wines 
The first general declaration of Ports 
since 2011. We are delighted to report, 
following our visit to Porto in April, 
that the quality is very high. Two wines 
have been awarded 100 points by James 
Suckling – a first! However, quantities 
released are small, with Adrian Bridge 
of Fladgate informing us that the 
production of Taylor’s was half the 
norm. We tasted many of the Ports at the 

Factory House in the centre of Porto, had 
an extensive tour of Cockburn’s Lodge 
in Vila Nova de Gaia and re-tasted all of 
these and more at the London launch in 
May. 
2016 is a lighter and fresher vintage than 
2011; Rupert Symington explained that 
the wines have more of a ‘vinous quality’ 
and that the varying styles of each house 
are more evident. 
There has never been a better time to buy 

Port: “Drink more port! It has never been 
so well made,” stated Jancis Robinson in a 
recent email to her readers. 
It is worth just reiterating what a 
‘Declared Vintage’ is, and why it is so 
special. Unlike other wine areas where 
the top wines are put on the market 
every year, in the Douro Valley they only 
‘declare’ a vintage a few times each decade 
when the quality is deemed high enough. 
A general ‘declaration’ sees each Port 
house blending wines from their various 
‘quintas’ to produce a house style. 
These wines, like all Ports, have their 
fermentation stopped by the addition of 
brandy, which leaves unfermented sugar 
and hence sweetness. Vintage Port is one 
of the great tasting experiences in the 
whole of the wine world; if drunk in their 
youth they have structure but delicious 
ripe sweetness and gloriously fresh fruit 
flavours. If left to mature, and some can 
age for 50+ years, they develop spicier 
notes, complex aromas, wood, nuttiness, 
and a range of intense fruit flavours. To 
sum up, they are subline whichever way 
you drink them!

The Weather
The preceding 2015 winter was warm, 
followed by a cooler than normal spring. 
Both periods were wet, something 
that paid dividends later on. However 
the summer was hot, very hot. Paul 
Symington reported tourists ‘sheltering’ 
in the air-conditioned hotels to escape 
August temperatures of 110°F. This 
slowed the development of the vines, 

and sugars were the lowest for 20 years 
in August. September was even hotter 
in places but moisture in the soil from 
the winter and spring rains sustained 
the vines. More rain in September and 
a subsequent delay to picking turned a 
good year into a great one - “skill and 
luck” as the Symingtons put it.

En Primeur:
What does it mean?
All the 2016 wines in this offer are 
offered ‘Lying Abroad’. This means 
that you pay for the wine itself when 
you place your order and the duty 
(currently £2.89 ex VAT per 75cl bottle 
for mainland UK delivery) and VAT at 
the prevailing rates on the whole at the 
time of shipment. We anticipate shipping 
these wines in late 2018 or early 2019.

Storage
Wines purchased from Tanners by the 
case can be stored in bond.

More information
Please ring John, Graham, Robin, or 
Rachel on 01743 234455 for advice.
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Tanners Vintage Port 2016 DVP00816 6bts £144
This is Tanners’ second declaration and a wonderful opportunity to obtain some early-drinking and affordable vintage Port. It is 
a fruit bomb: masses of cassis and cherry fruit following on from a attractive blueberry muffin nose. It is juicy and round, and the 
tannins are soft and ripe. We are very proud of this super delicious wine! 3-15+ years. 

Smith Woodhouse Vintage Port 2016 DVP04316 6bts  £165
Harvested from the small estate of Quinta de Madelena in the Rio Torto valley, the 2016 delivers an aromatic nose of tea leaf, violet 
and rock rose. More approachable than others, this is ripe and opulent, with rich notes of blackcurrant and liquorice. The silky 
tannins and fresh acidity, provide a deliciously long finish. We only have eight dozen to sell. 5-25+ years.

Quinta Vale D Maria Vintage Port 2016 DVP05216 6bts £180 
Quinta Vale D Maria Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP05216H 12half  £180
Cristiano van Zeller compared this to his 2002, if you can remember that super Port! A real ensemble of redcurrants, raspberry, 
rhubarb on the nose, followed by plum, black coffee, cassis and almost subtle resiny notes on the palate. A hint of mint and spice 
on the finish and a delicious purity of fruit run throughout. This property has been in the family for 150 years and offers wonderful 
value. Only 600 cases produced. 3-18 years.

Quinta de Roriz Vintage Port 2016 DVP05816 6bts  £180
Enticing sweet red fruits and violets on the nose followed by layers of dark fruit, black coffee and dark chocolate on the palate. 
Nicely structured, with good depth and fresh acidity provided by the Sousão grape, this is great mid-term Port. Roriz is a beautifully 
situated property and the 2016 is only the second Port produced in the partnership between Bruno Prats and the Symingtons (just 
690 cases produced). 5-20+ years.

Our tasting at the Factory House The Lodges of Vila Nova de Gaia

“A legend in the making”  says James Suckling on the 2016s which he compares with 1963
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Churchill’s Vintage Port 2016 DVP04016 6bts  £198 
Churchill’s Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP04016H 12half  £210
Just £3 a case dearer than the 2011, this has to be called a bargain! Rich ruby rim, almost violet, with a dark core. On the palate is 
spice, black coffee, camphor, blackcurrant, plum and white pepper. On the whole it’s still quite restrained but, with a good level of 
acidity, a touch of liquorice and a long finish, this is a delicious Churchill’s with a promising future. 7-25+ years.

Pintas Vintage Port 2016 DVP09416 6bts  £225
Deep and dense, this is a serious wine with sandalwood, eucalyptus and dark liqueur cassis on the nose. Mouth-filling fruit flavours 
surrounded by firm, nicely-integrated tannins, black cherry and currant, dark chocolate and spice. An excellent, complex Pintas – 
superb! 7-25+ years.

Cockburn’s Vintage Port 2016 DVP03116 6bts  £225
We had a great tour of the restored Cockburn lodge. Following on from last year’s bicentenary release, there is a definite red currant, 
raspberry dominance here, with spice, black cherry and hints of rhubarb and apple pie. With nicely integrated tannins, fresh acidity 
and a velvety soft, elegant finish, this is a delicious Cockburn’s and we think we can say it is well and truly back in the first division. 
5-25+ years.

Croft Vintage Port 2016 DVP03316 6bts  £234 
Croft Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP03316H 12half  £240
Light purple rim with dark core. Violets and dark fruits on the nose. Very harmonious on the palate with layers of blueberry, plums, 
damson and mulbery fruit on the palate. On the finish, the tannins are quite firm but nicely intergrated, punctuated by warming 
ginger spice notes. This is a Croft built for the long haul. 3-20+ years.

Quinta do Vesuvio Vintage Port 2016 DVP01716 6bts  £240
Still foot-trodden at the Quinta’s lagares to enhance the aromatics, the hard work of the forty treaders hasn’t gone to waste! With 
concentrated aromas of lavender, pine needle, violet and cassis, the palate goes on to deliver a wealth of rich kirsch, blueberry, 
blackcurrant and spicy notes. Nicely balanced with firm tannins, this is dense, characterful stuff. 5-18 years.

Warre’s Vintage Port 2016 DVP02816 6bts  £258 
Warre’s Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP02816H 12half  £258
A vibrant ruby red rim, with elderberry, violets and rock rose on the nose, this is a supple, elegant Warre’s full of plummy, dark 
fruits. With real poise and fresh acidity, it’s a wonderfully balanced Port with a long, lingering finish. A real charmer and one of our 
favourites this year. 5-25+ years.

Dow’s Vintage Port 2016 DVP03016 6bts  £309 
Dow’s Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP03016H 12half £318
Deep purple rim with dense dark core. A brooding nose, quite closed, but hints of black fruits and black cherry. The palate provides 
a swathe of liquorice, spice, dark chocolate and Turkish delight. The finish is very long: quintessential Dow’s – an iron fist in a velvet 
glove! Surely a contender for Port of the vintage? 7-25+ years. 

Noval’s stunning Quinta, the Nacional vineyard is top left
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Graham’s Vintage Port 2016 DVP02916 6bts  £309 
Graham’s Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP02916H 12half  £318
Rich, deep purple rim with dark core. The nose is an intense, heady blend of violets, blossom and blackcurrant followed on the 
palate by luscious red and dark fruits, mint, rock rose, dark chocolate and spice. With firm tannins, fresh acidity and a smooth, silky 
sweet finish, this is an excellent Graham’s. Bravo! 5-25+ years.

Taylor’s Vintage Port 2016 DVP02516 6bts  £309 
Taylor’s Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP02516H 12halves  £300 
Taylor’s Vintage Port 2016 - magnums DVP02516M 3mags  £292.50
Displaying a deep purple rim and intense dark core, the nose is a luscious blend of exotic herbs, wild flower and red summer fruits. 
Still quite restrained, but with hints of damson, black fruits and black cherry, this is a well-knit and harmonious Taylor’s but still 
keeping its cards close. 5-30+ years.

Fonseca Vintage Port 2016 DVP02416 6bts  SOLD OUT
Rich raspberry rim and dark core. A pretty, floral, lavender nose. Chocolate liqueur box, blueberry fruit, bitter dark chocolate, ginger 
spice on the palate. Still quite restrained, there is a long, silky finish. 7-25+ years. NB Fonseca sold out very quickly online this year, 
to ensure you receive notification of ‘en primeur’ releases as they happen please let us have your email address. 

Quinta do Noval Vintage Port 2016 DVP03416 6bts £318
Plush! This is an elegant, refined Noval that will provide enormous pleasure for decades. Deep and concentrated, there are some red 
fruits intermingling with the damsons and cherries. A long complex finish – classic Noval. 7-25+ years. (We have a small allocation 
of Nacional. Please enquire).  

Niepoort Bioma, Vinha Velha Vintage Port 2016 DVP09716 3bts £198 
Niepoort Bioma, Vinha Velha Vintage Port 2016 - halves DVP09716H 6half £222 
Niepoort Bioma, Vinha Velha Vintage Port 2016 - magnum DVP09716M 1mag £150
Inky coloured, with complex aromas of spice, marshmallow, flowers and fruits. In the mouth, the same complexity and intense 
blackberry and hedgerow fruits. An elegant and beautiful Port with finely integrated tannins. Another wonderful wine from Dirk 
Niepoort. 7-25+ years.

Many of the Ports in this offer are available to buy online at
www.tanners-wines.co.uk/port2016

Vintage Port 2016

“Drink more port, it has never been so well made”


